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Product Catalogue
Mandy Foods
Inspired dishes, cooked with soul

We are always up to date with the preferences and lifestyle of consumers and we are constantly adapting our recipes
to give people the food they want.
Mandy Foods International is part of a select elite which have as ﬁeld of activity, the production and distribution of foodstuﬀs.
In 2000, Morad Group took over the assets of the canning section of S.C. Glina S.A., putting the bases
of the cannery of the group.
Glina Factory was founded in 1970 and represented the largest meat cannery in Romania at that time.
In the same year, Morad Group starts production of canned meat under the Mandy Foods brand.
Currently, Mandy Foods International has a large product portfolio, which includes 8 assorted ranges
which totals 70 products. The assortments include: classic, vegetable, and ﬁsh pâté, cooked food,
zacusca, canned tomatoes, canned vegetables among other canned products.
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Vegetable Spreads

01 Vegetable

Vegetable Spread
with Olives 120g/200g

Vegetable Spread
with Spinach 120g/200g

Vegetable Spread
with Mushrooms 120g/200g

Vegetable Spread
with Red Peppers 120g/200g

Vegetable Spread
with Green Onious 120g/200g

Vegetable Spread
with Dill 120g/200g

Vegetable Spread
Mediterranean 120g/200g

Vegetable Spread
with Brocoli 120g/200g

Vegetable Spread
with Truﬄes 120g/200g

Vegetable Spread
with Sesame 120g/200g

The basic recipe of the most beloved range
of Mandy products.
The original vegetable spread conquers with its ﬁne taste of fresh
vegetables, cereals and spices. The addition of dehydrated tomatoes gives it an extra freshness and a delicate ﬂavor with Mediterranean notes.
Carefully chosen ingredients make up a rich and tasty combination,
in which not a single aroma predominates, but each rather has its
own contribution. Consumer creativity includes a wide range of
mixing possibilities: associated with bread or pita bread, or as an
ingredient in other vegetarian dishes, such as stuﬀed vegetables.

Original Vegetable Spread 120g/200g
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01 Vegetable

Mashed Beans 200g

Hummus with Tahini 200g/400g

Mashed beans are one of the most beloved recipes of the
Romanian cuisine.

The cosmopolitan tastes of consumers have led us to create
a dish of oriental origin.

It is appreciated by vegetarians, fasters, but also meat lovers. To
these consumers we oﬀer our recipe for success, in which we use
more ingredients than usually when preparing meals in our
household: beans, onions, carrots, parsley, red bell peppers, dehydrated tomatoes, broth and spices. The result is delicious when
eaten on bread or as a side dish together with other dishes, with or
without meat. It goes very well with pickles, or even with Mandy
Foods gherkins.

The famous tahini hummus. Carefully chosen chickpeas are transformed into a ﬁne cream, to which a paste of seeds is added,along with
sesame seeds, spices and a pinch of sunﬂower oil. Our delicious
dish has a unique ﬂavor, and consumers see it as an exotic alternative of traditional beaten beans and serve it the same way: With
pita, plain bread, or as a garnish for steaks.
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Cooked Meals

02 Cooked Meals

Baked Beans 300g

Cooked Peas 300g

Pork in Own Juice 300g

Beef in Own Juice 300g

Beans with Smoked Ribs 300g

Beef with Beans 300g

Beans with Pork 300g

Beans with Knuckles 300g

Our dishes are inspired by the everyday life of our consumers.
We are constantly adapting to their preferences and lifestyle of
continuous change, we create new dishes or make changes to
beloved traditional recipes. Just like our consumers, we focus on
natural recipes, fresh ingredients and selected spices. Taste
matters, but so does the nutritional intake and excellent value
for money. We have thus created a rich range of dishes from
which anyone can choose something that matches their preferences: vegetarians, fasting people, those who monitor their
cholesterol, those allergic to certain ingredients, but also lovers
of poultry, beef or pork or smoked specialties.

Beans with Smoked Sausages 300g
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03 Meat Paté

Meat Paté
The range consists of three varieties of pate, combined in a
balanced ratio of ingredients.

Spicy Pork Paté 120g/200g

Liver, meat, vegetables and spices. In order to oﬀer our consumers
products that are as nutritionally based as possible, we use corn
starch, a vegetable-based collagen that allows us to get a delicious
taste with no synthetic additives or excess of animal fats. Thanks to
high-performance processing and packaging technologies,the taste
of our patés that are so appreciated by consumers is accompanied
by excellent value for money.

Chicken Paté 120g/200g

Pork Paté 120g/200g
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04 Fish Paté

Fish Paté
The ﬁsh content is supplemented with fresh vegetables and
carefully chosen spices.
The three varieties of ﬁsh pâté from Mandy Foods oﬀer stand out
for their ﬁne and delicate taste. Mandy Foods Salmon, Tuna and
Mackerel Paté, are easy to spread and each one makes up a delicacy
in itself.

Mediterranean Tuna Salad
165g

Mexican Tuna Salad
165g

American Tuna Salad
165g
Tuna Paté 100g

Mackerel Paté 100g

Fish Salads

Salmon Paté 100g

Ideal for lunch in the oﬃce or in the park, or even a quick, light
dinner, Mandy’s prepared tuna salads are tasty and nutritious. The
taste of tuna is enhanced by a skillful combination of vegetables
and spices .
Serve this in a sandwich, wrapped it in lettuce, or just stuﬀed it in
avocado halves for a healthy, throw-together meal.
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05 Vegetable Spread

Vegetable Spread
There it sits, that bare slice of bread, waiting for you to
spread something on it to make it even more appealing and
nutritious. What's the healthiest pick? You could opt for a
drizzle of olive oil, seasoning, and Mandy’s clean label vegetable spread. Comes in classic, mushrooms, red peppers,
olives or even spinach ﬂavors. All to satisfy your most demanding cravings

Vegetable Spread
with Pepper 145g

Vegetable Spread
with Spinach 145g

NO

ARTIFICIAL
COLORS OR
FLAVORS

Vegetable Spread 145g

Vegetable Spread
with Mushrooms 145g

Vegetable Spread
with Olives 145g
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06 Ready Meat

Ready Meals
Looking for a quick and easy meal? Healthy on top with no
additives or colorings ? Our canned meat and ready meal
products provide the perfect solution for feeding your
friends and family. The long shelf life and ambient temperature means they are always at hand when you are and,
because it's Mandy Foods, you can be sure we only prepare
the best quality elements into our recipes.

Beans with Knuckles 300g

Beans with Sausages 300g

Beans Stew 300g

Beans With Ribs 300g

NO

ARTIFICIAL
COLORS OR
FLAVORS
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07 Vegetable Zacusca

Vegetable Zacusca
Romanian gastronomy would have been a lot poorer without
the slow cooked vegetable spread.
Its name originates from Russia and it is a treasury of a multitude of
recipes created by housewives from all around Romania, passed on
from one generation to another. The specialized bibliography
includes numerous variants, from which we chose the best ones,
those appreciated everywhere in the country: Eggplant vegetable
Zacusca which is ﬂame cooked, mushroom vegetable spread, vegetable stew, peasant vegetable spread and spicy vegetable spread,
all being delicious, sterilized and without any additon of artiﬁcial
preservatives. Suitable for fasting, vegetarian diets, but also in the
daily diet of any consumer and on any day of the year, vegetable
spread is at the rank of honor and we rejoice in being able to
to satisfy our consumers with ﬁve successful recipes.

Vegetable Eggplants
Zacusca 300g

Peasant Zacusca
300g

Spicy Vegetable
Zacusca 300g

Vegetable Stew
300g

Vegetable Zacusca
with Mushrooms 300g
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08 Canned Tomatoes

Canned Tomatoes
In almost all households in Romania, canned tomatoes, tomato
paste, tomatoes cubes are used at least once a month.
The delicious tomatoes give good taste and ﬁne consistency to
any sauce and are indispensable for soups, cream soups, vegetarian dishes or meat dishes, traditional or foreign recipes. With
respect for our consumers, we carefully choose well-ripened
tomatoes, which we prepare carefully, without preservatives. All
our products are pasteurized.

Peeled Tomatoes
400g

Tomatoes Cubes
400g

Tomato Pulp
680g
Tomato Paste (type 24 ° R)
300g/580g

09 Luncheon Meat

Luncheon Meat
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Only meat produced and prepared on a premium-level provides
for real indulgence.

Luncheon Meat Chicken
340g
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Accordingly, every luncheon meat can is carefully made using pure
beef or chicken meat, and blended together with select ingredients
to make a delicious meal. Typically served in sandwiches, this
product is famous and loved all over the world.

Luncheon Meat Beef
340g

We are proud of our long lasting partnerships with key international players. Including, but not limited to :

WHO ARE WE?
Mandy Foods is part of a bigger family of companies. Morad Group represents a number of independent organisations forming a
signiﬁcant force in areas where they operate. Activities include hospitality management, construction, real estate, and food
production.
With an experienced and highly regarded leadership team, the focus has consistently been on strong investment performance
and outstanding services.
Our successful 25 year history on the Romanian market has nested house names such as Phoenicia Hotels and Resorts, Springtime restaurants or Onix Residence all resulting in €1 billion net worth in assets. We are committed to build long term
relationships with our customers and partners and further develop the ﬁelds we are operating in.
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Mandy Foods
International
Ayman Hussein
Export Manager

Intrarea Abatorului Nr. 5, Comuna Glina,
Judeţul Ilfov, Cod postal 077105, România
Tel: +40 729 779 777
Fax: +40-21-4920121
Email: ayman.h@mandyfoods.ro

